Interdisciplinary Composition
ENGL 215—Spring 2018

Instructor: Jacob Craig
Office: 74 George Rm. 202
Email: craigjw1@cofc.edu
Office Hours: Monday and Wednesday: 2-5:30

I. Description and Goals
Course Description
• How do writers in my major or
discipline write?
• What are the common features
of academic writing in my
discipline and why does it look
this way?
• How does the writing in my
discipline compare to writing in
other disciplines?
• What do the writing practices
used by members of my
discipline reveal about what this
discipline values?
To address these central questions of the course, we will read research on rhetoric, the
study and practice of communication within specific contexts.
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Some of this research deals with broader issues such as what rhetoric is and how to
read rhetorically. Most importantly, you will draw from these readings to produce your
own knowledge about how writers in your chosen discipline write, research, make
knowledge, and share knowledge.
The ultimate goal of this course is for you to research and rhetorically analyze writing
from your own major so you can incorporate these rhetorical strategies into your own
writing and better understand how your discipline works.
Course Outcomes
This course is designed to satisfy the following program and General Education
Student Learning outcomes:
General Education Student Learning Outcomes—As a course that fulfills the general
education first-year writing requirement, ENGL 215 has the following learning
outcomes:

- Students analyze a source’s rhetorical situation
- Students substantiate claims with evidence
These outcomes will be assessed using the Rhetorical Analysis of a Writing
Experience project.
Program Outcomes—By the end of ENGL 215, you will be able to compose texts for
scholarly and non-scholarly audiences by attending to rhetorical concerns like purpose,
audience, and genre.
This goal is informed by outcomes articulated by the Council of Writing Program
Administrators. <http://wpacouncil.org/positions/outcomes.html>

II. How to Succeed
The Shorthand:
1. Submit work on time
2. Come to class
3. Check your email
4. Stay caught up
5. Be mindful about what you’re contributing
6. Be intentional about what you’re submitting
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Required Reading
All of the materials read in this course will be provided via PDF through OAKS.
As indicated above, your projects and our discussions will be based solely on our
required reading. Thus, you are expected to come to class ready to discuss the
assigned reading. In other words, you should be ready to answer the questions,
“What was last night’s reading about?” and “What did you think was interesting or
important about last night’s reading?”
Required Technology
Given the nature of the course, you will be asked to use digital technologies to read
and write both in-class and out-of-class. I will not ask you to use software or a platform
that is not freely available on any machine—including those in the library.
That said, the use of digital technologies to complete our coursework does not give
you license to check your social media feeds or text. If you have not yet developed the
ability to remain attentive while your laptop is open, I recommend taking notes or
reading in print when possible.
To complete the work of the class, I have a few technology recommendations:
• Make checking your email and OAKS a habit—This might mean connecting your
@g.cofc address to your phone or keeping an OAKS tab open in your browser.
• Familiarize yourself with OAKS—Take a moment to browse around the platform,
looking for how to do the following: posting to discussion boards; commenting on
discussion boards; using the calendar function; uploading assignments; accessing
feedback to assignments.
Technology Recommendations
PDFS: I highly recommend you download and annotate PDFs in one of the following
platforms: Apple’s Preview, Foxit, or Adobe’s Acobat.
How-To’s: Accompanying each assignment, I will provide a set of resources and, where
necessary, suggested platforms. Additionally when you have a tech problem, the best
thing you can do is Google your question first: for instance, How do I make columns in
Word?
Other tech: Aside from normal uses of technology to read, write, research, and take
notes, it is inappropriate to phub me and your peers during class. I understand the
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pulls and draws of the internet well, but during class meetings, I expect you to be
engaged in what’s happening within our shared brick and mortar environment.
If your notifications are too hard to ignore, I recommend you set your machine to Do
Not Disturb for the hour and turn the vibrate function off on your phone.
Tech Support: Unfortunately, there’s not very much on our campus, so for this class, we
will be using low-bridge programs (easy to learn, free to use) that come with ample
support documentation from the technology developers. Likewise, anytime you have a
technology question, come see me. I’m more than happy to help troubleshoot.
Presence Policy
I will take attendance at each class meeting. Chronic failure to attend class will affect
your grade. Because all of our projects draw on information from in-class lectures, poor
attendance will also have a negative impact on any one of your project grades. More
than three absences (excused or unexcused) may result in your grade being lowered by
1/3 (B+ becomes a B, etc.). More than six absences may result in failing the course.
Accommodations will be made for students with valid and documented absences
(illness, death in the family, military duty, jury duty, religious holidays, official university
activities). I will also work with students who experience issues with dependent care.
Please see me as soon as possible if you foresee any of these issues so that we can
plan on how best to keep you up-to-date with the course. Regardless of whether an
absence is excused or unexcused, students are responsible for getting class notes for
the days they miss and for keeping up with assignments.
Feedback and Revision
This class relies heavily on feedback—mine and your peers’. As a result, your success
depends on your engagement with the feedback you’ve received. Through feedback,
you will receive clarification on approaches to completing projects, assessments as to
what is working—or not—in your writing, and familiarity with how your writing meets—
or fails to meet—the conventions of academic writing.
Late Work
There are two kinds of assignments in this course: short-form (blog, share, projectbased, and workshop posts) and long-form (major projects).
For short-form posts, I accept late work only in rare cases and only if I’ve talked with
you about an extension. All due dates are listed in the course calendar. If you need an
extension, be in touch.
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For long-form projects, I penalize late project 1/3 of a letter grade for each day late.
All due dates are listed in the course calendar. As is the case with short-form posts, if
you need an extension, be in touch.
Grade Scale

III. How We Will Write to Each Other
Our primary modes of
communication come in three
channels: feedback on discussion
boards posts, feedback on
writing projects, and via email. So
that we can both be effective in
these spaces, I have some
guidelines.
OAKS Discussion Board—To
help explore ideas presented in
the course readings, you will write
and publish posts to the discussion board. All of these short-form assignments are
prompted; see the course calendar.
To engage the material in these ways, you’ll need to write at least 100 words:
about 4-5 sentences. If your post doesn’t meet the minimum criteria for length or
engage with the material as outlined above, I will not accept it.
Blog: In addressing these prompts, I am looking for three ways of engaging the
material. **Note: These criteria are adapted from Nathaniel Rivers’ and Kathleen
Blake Yancey’s thinking about what blogs should do.
1. a focused response on the reading and its elements
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2. connections that relate your response to recent discussions, your current
coursework, something you might have read elsewhere [as long as you
help others see the relevance]
3. commentary rather than summary to make particular aspects of the
reading concrete through specific connections to your own experiences
and previous readings
Share: Provide an example relevant to concepts in the course. These require you
to locate and briefly analyze an example text.
Plan: Short posts relevant to one of your major projects. These posts are
designed to help you plan projects. These posts are involve giving and receiving
feedback on your writing in-process.
Feedback on Writing Projects—You will receive feedback from me and from your
peers on each of your major projects while in-process. Additionally, you then have the
option of submitting a revision after you’ve received a grade using the feedback you
have received from me and your peers. I will replace your previous grade with a new
grade only if your project has improved.
Email—As a rule, email is my preferred way of communicating with students. That said,
I will use email frequently to send announcements, to give reminders, and to touch
base about your work. If you have a question, I’ll answer it via email. I respond to
emails within 24 hours during the week and within 36 hours on the weekend.

IV. Projects
Rhetorical Analysis of a Writing Experience | 20% | 3-4 pages with a 1-2 page
reflection
Think back: Whats the most memorable piece of writing that you’ve ever done? Now:
What was the situation? And how did that situation help shape the writing? In this 4-5
page rhetorical analysis, you task as a writer is to reflect on how that particular writing
experience was the result of the particular situation it was related to—how the situation
helped determine what you wrote and why.
***
Interviews in your Discipline | 20% | 2 transcripts with a 2–3 page reflection
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You will conduct two interviews: one with a tenured or tenure-stream faculty member of
CofC about writing in their discipline and one with an upper-level or graduate student
about their experiences writing in their discipline. For each, focus on the rhetorical
situations commonly addressed in their target discipline, genres used to addressed
those situations, and where appropriate, uses of media/technology.
To complete the project, you will submit transcripts of your interviews with the audio
recording and a 2–3 page reflection on what you learned about writing in the
discipline.
***

Genre Folio | 20% | 6-8 Curated Artifacts & 3-5 page analysis
For this assignment, your will collect a set of 6-8 genres that is representative of your
discipline or field of study. In some sense, this set should be representative of the
variety of purposes and audiences (in other words, rhetorical situations) that writers in
your disciplines address. The genres you select might be genres you’ve written, those
you may write later, those that you have read, or those may read later.
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After collecting your texts however you see fit—via slideshow, webpage, or other
digital file—you will curate your collection by identifying information about each text’s
genre and rhetorical situation. Each of your annotations should be at least 100 words.
Then, in a 3-5 page analysis, discuss what your collection of texts shows about writing
in your discipline/major/field relative to issues of genre, purpose, audience, and
context. You may also address issues of media or technologies where appropriate.
***
Writing Lives Research Portfolio | 20% | Eportfolio & 1-2 page reflection
Drawing on the primary and second research you’ve done thus far plus whatever
additional research you feel is necessary, develop a digital representation of what
you’ve learned about writing and writing in your field of study this semester.
In an accompanying reflection, address 3 questions: 1. What did you learn about
writing having completed this project? 2. What did you learn about research? 3. What
did you learn about researched analysis essays?

***
Short-Form Writing Projects | 20% | 100 words+
In support of the major assignments, you will turn write and submit a variety of shortform texts. These will include OAKS discussion posts, proposals, responses, shares, and
workshop notes. As a rule, I grade these simply for completion and will only provide
feedback on these in order to clarify a concept.

VI. Policies and Supports
Writing Lab
I encourage you to take advantage of the Writing Lab in the Center for Student
Learning (Addlestone Library, first floor). Trained writing consultants can help with
writing for all courses; they offer one-to-one consultations that address everything from
brainstorming and developing ideas to crafting strong sentences and documenting
sources. For more information, please call 843.953.5635 or visit http://csl.cofc.edu/
labs/writing-lab/.
College of Charleston Honor Code and Academic Integrity
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Lying, cheating, attempted cheating, and plagiarism are violations of our Honor Code
that, when identified, are investigated. Each incident will be examined to determine
the degree of deception involved.
Incidents where the instructor determines the student’s actions are related more to a
misunderstanding will handled by the instructor. A written intervention designed to
help prevent the student from repeating the error will be given to the student. The
intervention, submitted by form and signed both by the instructor and the student, will
be forwarded to the Dean of Students and placed in the student’s file.
Cases of suspected academic dishonesty will be reported directly by the instructor and/
or others having knowledge of the incident to the Dean of Students. A student found
responsible by the Honor Board for academic dishonesty will receive a XF in the
course, indicating failure of the course due to academic dishonesty. This grade will
appear on the student’s transcript for two years after which the student may petition for
the X to be expunged. The student may also be placed on disciplinary probation,
suspended (temporary removal) or expelled (permanent removal) from the College by
the Honor Board.
Students should be aware that unauthorized collaboration—working together without
permission—is a form of cheating. Unless the instructor specifies that students can
work together on an assignment, quiz and/or test, no collaboration during the
completion of the assignment is permitted. Other forms of cheating include possessing
or using an unauthorized study aid (which could include accessing information via a cell
phone or computer), copying from others’ exams, fabricating data, and giving
unauthorized assistance.
Research conducted and/or papers written for other classes cannot be used in whole or
in part for any assignment in this class without obtaining prior permission from the
instructor.
Students can find the complete Honor Code and all related processes in the Student
Handbook at (http://studentaffairs.cofc.edu/honor-system/studenthandbook/
index.php)
Center for Disability Services/SNAP
This College abides by Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and the
Americans with Disabilities Act. If you have a documented disability that may have
some impact on your work in this class and for which you may require
accommodations, please see an administrator at the Center of Disability Services/
SNAP, (843) 953-1431) or me so that such accommodation may be arranged.
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Topic/Theme

Tuesdays

Thursdays

*—The Rhetorical Situations of
Academic Writing—*

1/9

1/11

Syllabus & “What are
disciplines?”

Read: Bitzer’s “Rhetorical
Situation”
Blog: What is the rhetorical
situation? What are its
constituent parts? What value is
this concept to writers when
writing?

*—The Rhetorical Situations of
Academic Writing—*

1/16

1/18

Read: Roozen’s “Writing is a
Social and Rhetorical Activity”

Read: Swales’ CARS Model of
Research Introductions

Read: Estrem’s “Writing is a
Knowledge-Making Activity”

View: Quick Tutorial: How to
Locate Peer Reviewed Articles

Read: Bazerman’s “Writing
Expresses and Shares Meaning
to be Reconstructed by the
Reader”

Share: A peer-reviewed journal
article from your current or
future field of study (a major,
minor, program, or area). In
addition to linking to your
articles, provide a brief summary
of each.

Topic/Theme

Tuesdays

Thursdays

*—The Rhetorical Situations of
Academic Writing—*

1/23

1/25

Read: Estrem’s “Disciplinary and
Professional Identities are
Constructed Through Writing”

Blog: What rhetorical situations
does your field of study respond
to? How does your field respond
to those rhetorical situations?
What do those responses
indicate about the mission or
project of your field? About the
values of its practitioners?

Read: Lerner’s “Writing is a Way
of Enacting Disciplinarity”
Plan: Given these two readings,
what does the writing you’ve
done thus far in your field of
study indicate about the values
and practices of the discipline?
How do these values and
practices reflect your identity?
Or if not, how not?
*—The Rhetorical Situations of
Academic Writing—* // *—
Genres and Disciplinarity—*

1/30

2/1

Workshop: draft of “Rhetorical
Analysis of a Writing
Experience”

Plan: What feedback did you
receive on your draft? Was it
primarily conceptual? Stylistic?
Both? What’s your revision plan
moving forward?
Read: Devitt’s “Generalizing
about Genre”

*—Genres and Disciplinarity—*

2/6

2/8

Read: Bazerman’s “Writing
Speaks to Situations through
Recognizable Forms”

Read: North’s “The Nature of
Practitioner Knowledge: Lore”

Blog: What’s lore? How does
Read: “Genre”
lore seem to differ from
knowledge? Both in terms of
Submit: “Rhetorical Analysis of a how it’s made and what
Writing Experience”
rhetorical situations it seeks to
address?

Topic/Theme

Tuesdays

Thursdays

*—Genres and Disciplinarity—*

2/13

2/15

Read: North’s “The Researchers” Read: Schryer’s “The Lab vs. The
Clinic”
Blog: How does research differ
from practice? Knowledge differ
from lore? Which seems to be
more valuable? And to whom?
*—Genres and Disciplinarity—*

2/20

2/22

Read: Driscoll’s “Introduction to
Primary Research: Observations,
Surveys, and Interviews”

Share: 5 Sample Interview
Questions

Plan: Who are you considering
interviewing for your “Interviews
in your Discipline” research
project? Why did you select
these potential informants?
What do you hope to learn from
them?
*—Accessing Disciplinarity and
Learning to Write—*

2/27

3/1

Read: Roses’ “All Writers Have
More to Learn”

Read: Bartholomae’s "Inventing
the University”

Read: Yancey’s “Learning to
Writer Effectively Requires
Different Kinds of Practice, Time,
and Effort”

Share: What have these authors’
perspectives—Rose, Yancey, and
Bartholomae—suggested to you
about your own experiences
writing in school and learning to
write for school? How—if at all—
does their research explain or
give reason to failures and
successes in your development
as a writer?

Topic/Theme

Tuesdays

Thursdays

*—Accessing Disciplinarity and
Learning to Write—* // *—The
Movement and Media of Texts
—*

3/6

3/8

Submit: “Interviews in your
Discipline”

Read: “Revisualizing
Composition”

Plan: Based on your interview
data, what genres are used
primarily by researchers?
Primarily by practitioners? Do
you have a sense of how genre
choice enables writers to share
information developed by
experts with practitioners? With
the public? Or visa versa?
*—The Movement and Media
of Texts—*

*—The Movement and Media
of Texts—*

3/13

3/15

Read: Pigg et al.’s “Ubiquitous
Writing”

Read: Ridolfo and DeVoss’s
“Composing for Recomposition”

3/20

3/22

Topic/Theme

Tuesdays

Thursdays

*—The Movement and Media
of Texts—*

3/27

3/29

Share: A text that has been
recomposed by an existing text
or a text designed explicitly for
recomposition. In addition to
your artifact, discuss what your
example text indicates about
genre and audience, about
genre and purpose.

Read: Wysocki’s “The Multiple
Media of Texts”

Plan: What work remains on your
Genre Folio?
*—The Movement and Media
of Texts—*

*—Representing Research—*

4/3

4/5

Share: A genre that incorporates
2 or more of the design
elements that Wysocki discusses.
For each design element, note
what effect that design element
has on you as a reader and what
it communicates about the text
you’ve shared. If you see
connections between design
elements—for instance, one
enforcing the other—discuss that
as well.

Submit: Genre Folio

4/10

4/12

Plan: Identify 4 key ideas about
writing and writing in your
discipline that you've developed
thus far. For each, note what
artifact—a project, an excerpt
from a project, a text—you can
use to evidence and explain that
idea.

Plan: What lingering questions
do you have about writing and
writing in your field of study?
What additional research will you
do to include that information in
your eportfolio?

Share: What does your genre
folio add to what you know
about writing in your field of
study, particularly the rhetorical
situations addressed in your
field.

Topic/Theme

Tuesdays

Thursdays

*—Representing Research—*

4/17

4/19

Plan: Bring to class a draft of
annotations/reflections for four
of your artifacts. For each
annotation, note in 4-5
sentences what value your
artifact adds to your eportfolio
as a representation of what you
know about writing and writing
in your field of study?

Plan: Two plans/storyboards for
your portfolio. For each, discuss
the goal of the arrangement,
focusing on (1) what you are
emphasizing and deemphasizing in each
arrangement and (2) what you
want your audience to
understand about writing and
writing in your field of study in
each arrangement.
Plan: Identify possible visuals—
color scheme, font style, photos
and/or visual metaphor. Discuss
for each idea about design how
(1) it supports the representation
of yourself that you are creating;
and (2) what the design suggests
about your knowledge and goals
as a student and writer in your
field of study.

Revisions to Major Projects: To be submitted by Wednesday, April 24th

